ABSTRACT Physical-based simulation technique has been widely used in creating astounding fluid appearances for film industries and computer games. However, stable and realistic fluid simulation based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method is still challenging, as unstable solid boundary handling and numerical dissipation always plague current SPH fluid solvers. To solve these issues, we present a new method for improving SPH fluid simulation using position-based dynamics (PBD). For the stable fluidsolid interaction, by combining the position constraint solved by PBD and the relative contribution of solid boundary particles, we significantly alleviate the penetration issues at fluid-solid interfaces. And in order to stably simulate turbulence diffusion of SPH fluids, we enforce a novel nonlinear vorticity constraint on each fluid particle, and then solve it using PBD to smooth the vorticity field. The implementation results demonstrate that our method significantly improves SPH method for simulating realistic and stable animations of fluid phenomena.
I. INTRODUCTION
In computer graphics, physically-based simulation technique has been widely used in creating astounding fluid appearances for film industries and computer games. Among various physically-based fluid solvers, Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) method as a Lagrangian particle numerical method has become one of the most widely used methods to model visually realistic fluid phenomena, such as nonNewtonian fluid [1] , fluid-solid interaction [2] , bubbles [3] , and granular materials [4] . However, due to limited particle sampling resolution and inherent numerical damping, SPHbased fluid solvers still need to solve two prominent problems when simulating common fluid-solid interaction phenomena.
On one hand, preventing the fluid penetrating into the surface of coupled solid object is still hard for SPH-based fluid solvers, especially when the velocity difference is large. Fluid-solid interaction simulation methods for SPH fluids are mainly divided into 3 categories: penalty force method [5] - [7] , mirror particle method [8] , [9] and frozen particle method [10] - [12] . By computing a distance-based interaction force for each pair of fluid particle and adjacent boundary particle, the penalty force method can prevent the fluid penetrating into the surface of solid objects, but the solvers must adopt very small velocity differences or timestep sizes. In addition, the discontinuities of fluid pressure or density fields at fluid-solid interfaces give rise to fluid particle stacking phenomena. For the more stable simulation of two-way fluid-solid interaction, both mirror particle method and frozen particle method take the contributions of sampled boundary particles to fluid particles into account. Although these two types of methods can significantly alleviate the discontinuities of density and pressure fields, the performance of penetration prevention relies heavily on the sampling resolution of sampled boundary particles. Recently, some methods [6] , [13] exert velocity constraints on fluid particles at fluid-solid interfaces, and then adjust the velocities of these fluid particles to alleviate penetration issues. However, while the velocity difference between fluid and solid becomes larger, adjusting the velocities for the particles at fluid-solid interfaces cannot prevent penetrations anymore. In this paper, to significantly alleviate the penetration issues for fluid-solid interaction under large velocity differences, we present a novel fluid-solid interaction simulation method which combines the position constraint solved by position based dynamics (PBD) [14] , [15] and the relative contribution of sampled boundary particles.
On the other hand, the damping of small-scale turbulence produced in fluid-solid interaction is inevitable due to numerical dissipations of SPH fluid solvers. Although adaptive particle sampling scheme [16] , [17] can enrich the visually concerned SPH fluid regions with small-scale details such as splashes and foams, it is still infeasible to recover turbulent details by using high sampling resolution of fluid particles. For SPH-based fluid simulation, turbulence synthesis methods are most widely used to recover the turbulent details. Bo et al. [18] put forward an effective approach to simulate the small-scale turbulence behind the objects coupled to SPH-based fluids, which has to attach an overlapping Euler grid of high-resolution to each solid object. However, this method has difficulties in achieving a stable vorticity evolution, because it adopts an artificial vorticity attenuation coefficient rather than resolving the fluid vorticity equation. By seeding swirling incentive particles into basic SPH-based fluid simulation, Yuan et al. [19] employ random swirling-probability vorticity values to realistically model small-scale turbulence. But when this method synthesizes the small-scale turbulence for fluid-solid interaction, unrealistic turbulent details may be created due to the inappropriate choices of parameters. To alleviate numerical dissipations consuming small-scale turbulence, Jiang et al. [20] successfully introduce a Hermiteinterpolation scheme into a particle-advection process to form a high-order advection scheme. But the resulting accuracy of this method may not be very high due to approximating the small-scale velocities with the normal-scale velocities. Through approximating the theory of boundary layer which describes the formation of solid-induced turbulence in computational fluid dynamics, our previous method [21] proposes a turbulence synthesis method to model the physically plausible formation of turbulence around objects in SPH fluids. To further improve the stability of vorticity evolution, we apply a nonlinear vorticity constraint to all fluid particles, and then solve it using PBD method to stably smooth the vorticity field.
In order to handle unstable solid boundary handling and numerical dissipation for SPH numerical methods, this paper proposes a novel method which improves SPH fluid simulation using PBD method. The contributions of this paper mainly include the following two points:
1. We put forward a stable fluid-solid interaction method to alleviate the penetration issues at fluid-solid interfaces, which combines the position constraint solved by PBD method and the relative contribution of solid boundary particles.
2. In order to simulate the stable diffusion of turbulent details for SPH-based fluids, we present a novel nonlinear vorticity constraint of fluid particles, and then solve it using PBD method to stably smooth the vorticity field.
II. SPH-BASED SOLVER
We first expound the basic principles of SPH numerical method, and then design a unified SPH framework to simulate incompressible fluid, rigid object and elastic object.
A. SPH NUMERICAL METHOD
As a Lagrangian particle numerical method, SPH method [22] samples the continuous computation space with particles, and then approximates a continuous quantity field A(x) at a position x as the summation interpolation of its adjacent particles
where j is an integer variable used to index adjacent particles, ρ j and m j denote the current density and constant mass of adjacent particles respectively, W is a kernel function used to compute the interpolation weights of every adjacent particle, and h denotes the support radius of W . For SPH numerical method, the adopted kernel function W must be a normalized, smoothed, and symmetric function, i.e. ∫ W (r, h)dr = 1 and W (r, h) = 0 for |r| > h. In this paper, we adopt the kernel function W (r, h) of [22] with support radius h = 2.5r 0 . r 0 is the equilibrium distance of fluid particles. When we numerically solve the higher order partial differential equation systems which describe the dynamics of fluid and solid, computing derivatives of quantity field is the most important operation. SPH summation interpolation methods transfer the deviation operations only on the kernel function W (r, h). For example, we respectively compute the first order gradient and the second order Laplacian of A(x) using Equation (2) and (3)
B. FLUID SIMULATION
In order to simulate fluid phenomena, we adopt SPH method to numerically solve the Lagrangian form of Navier-Stokes equations (N-S) which describes fluid motions in Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
where t denotes time, g is the acceleration of gravity, v, P, and µ denote the velocity vector, pressure scalar, and viscosity scalar of fluid respectively. Equation (4) and Equation (5) guarantee that the mass and momentum of fluid motions are conservative.
In each time step of SPH-based fluid simulation, we first employ Equation (1) to compute the interpolated density for a fluid particle i at the position x i
where
By substituting Equation (2) and (3) into Equation (5) to numerically compute the pressure term −∇P and the viscosity term µ∇ 2 v, we get the pressure force vector and viscosity force vector exerted on fluid particle i
The calculation of pressure force using Equation (7) needs the pressure values of fluid particles. In order to simulate the incompressibility of SPH fluids under larger time step, we adopt the promising PCISPH method [23] to iteratively compute the pressures to predict and correct the density fluctuations. In each iteration, for a fluid particle i, we first predict the intermediate velocity vector v * i (t + t) and position vector x * i (t + t) according to its total forces. Then we predict interparticle distance vector
to compute the intermediate density ρ * i (t + t) for particle i. Finally, we update the particle pressure based on the predicted density error
where ρ 0 is the rest density, 
C. SOLID SIMULATION
We follow the unified particle model of [10] to simulate solid objects. For the simulation of rigid objects, we select the vertices of triangle mesh as motion control particles. Thus, in order to realistically model the rigid motion, we respectively compute a total force and a total torque for each rigid object to deal with the rotation explicitly. By accumulating the corresponding variable values of all particles, the total force and the total torque of a rigid object are calculated as F total = i F i and τ total = i τ i respectively. The total force F i acting on particle i includes the gravity force and the interaction force exerted by fluid. And the torque vector of each solid particle is computed as
where x cm is the barycenter of the rigid object. Finally, the influences of the torque and force on the position and velocity (angular and linear) of each rigid object are calculated by performing time integration iteratively over the rigid body. And then all particles belong to each rigid body are updated to compute the changes.
For the simulation of elastic deformations, based on the gradient of displacement ∇u from the body's reference shape, we compute the strain tensor ε, stress tensor σ , and elastic force vector F elastic for each deformation control particle. In order to enforce the deformation gradient rotationally invariant, for an elastic particle i, we adopt the corotational SPH formulation presented by Becker et al. [24] to compute its deformation gradient (11) wherev j denotes the initial body volume of the jth adjacent particle, R i denotes a rotation matrix which is computed by implementing the polar decomposition of transformation matrix.
According to the theory of continuum mechanics, for an elastically deformable particle i, we compute the exerted elastic force F elastic ij by its jth neighbor as the derivative of strain energy scalar U with respect to the corresponding displacement vector (12) where
, and I is the identity matrix.
III. FLUID-SOLID INTERACTION SIMULATION
For solid objects in fluid-solid interaction, due to nonuniform sampling in preprocessing stage and large deformations in run-time stage, the distribution of sampled boundary particles is non-homogeneous. This leads to that the fluid easily penetrates the solid surface where the boundary particles are sparse. To alleviate this issue, based on the research work of [12] and [13] , we propose a stable fluid-solid interaction method which combines the position constraint solved by PBD and the relative contribution of boundary particles. The principle of our fluid-solid interaction algorithm is shown by Figure 1 . In preprocessing stage, our method takes arbitrary surface mesh as input. For the generation of boundary particles, we remesh the surface mesh to quarantee that the maximum distance of vertices is smaller than the equilibrium distance of fluid particles. The vertices of remeshed solid surface are selected as boundary particles for fluid-solid interaction.
In the runtime stage, for each boundary particle, we first compute its one-way density contribution to the adjacent fluid particles. Thus, for a fluid particle i near the interface between fluid and solid, we adopt Akinci's SPH method [12] VOLUME 5, 2017 to compute its weighted density approximation
where j is an integer variable used to index adjacent fluid particles, k indexes adjacent boundary particles, ϕ k (ρ 0 ) = ρ 0 V k , and V k is the current volume of particle k. ϕ k (ρ 0 ) is a relative contribution function used to scale the density contribution of the adjacent boundary particle k to fluid particle i according to the current volume. Then, our method computes two-way interaction force between boundary particle and fluid particle. In our method, for a pair of interactional particles, boundary particle
where η denotes the interface coefficient of the surface of solid object. On the basis of Newton's third law of motion, the symmetric interaction force applied by a fluid particle i on its kth adjacent boundary particle is F c k←i = −F c i←k . Finally, for each sampled boundary particle, we distribute its interaction force exerted by fluid particles to the adjacent particles which control the deformation of solid object. For a deformation control particle n, we compute the distributed interaction force according to the following formulation
where j denotes adjacent boundary particles. The above interaction forces can realistically simulate the interactions of fluid and solid. However, the fluids will penetrate into the object surfaces when the velocity difference becomes larger. To prevent penetration artifacts, we modified the constraint function [14] which is used for solving selfcollisions of the cloth to improve two-way interaction of fluid and solid. For a fluid particle q and its adjacent triangle (x a , x b , x c ) of the object surface mesh, as shown in Figure 1 , we define a position constraint with constraint function
where r 0 is the equilibrium distance of fluid particles, κ ∈ [0, 1] is the ratio between the cell size of Marching Cubes method (MC) [25] and r 0 . If the water particle q penetrates the triangle (x a , x b , x c ) from below with respect to the triangle normal, the first term of the right hand side of Equation (18) picks the minus. Conversely, the term picks the plus.
According to PBD method, the position change for fluid particle and triangle vertex is calculated as
where i ∈ [q, a, b, c], λ is a scalar value computed by PBD method [13] . To prevent fluid penetrating the solid surface, we iteratively solve each constraint formulated by Equation (18) using Gauss-Seidel iteration method. The number of iterations adopted in our method is 10.
IV. TURBULENCE SIMULATION
In order to synthesize realistic small-scale turbulence behind solid bodies immersed in SPH-based fluids, based on the particle-based approximation method of boundary layer theory [21] , [26] , we seed vortex particles where the boundary layer separates from the solid surface. Then, for a fluid particle i, we compute the vortical velocity v Turb i stemming from the neighboring vortex particles
where ω(x j ) denotes the vorticity of the neighboring vortex particle at
2h 2 ) is the isotropic gaussian kernel [21] .
To realistically simulate the evolution of the vorticity field, we propose to smooth the generated vorticity field by using PBD to solve a vorticity constraint of fluid particles, which achieves more stable vorticity diffusion under larger timestep sizes.
First, our method constructs a vorticity field constraint C i (ω) for each fluid particle i based on Fick's law [27] , and then discretizes it using SPH numerical method
where ω denotes the vector of vorticity values of all fluid particles, µ is fluid viscosity coefficient, j denotes the index of adjacent fluid particles of i. The nonlinear vorticity field constraint formulated by Equation (21) equaling to 0 means that the vorticity values near fluid particle i is distributed smoothly. If we enforce the constraint on all fluid particles, the vorticity in the fluid domain is finally smoothed, and thus the vorticity diffusion phenomena can be realistically simulated. Based on PBD method [14] , the change of vorticity field represented by ω is needed to make Equation (29) satisfied as below:
where ω is the change of the whole vorticity field. According to PBD method, ω is along with the derivative of the vorticity constraint ∇C i (ω). Thus, the estimation of ω under the ith constraint is
where λ i is a scalar value of the ith constraint. We substitute Equation (31) into Equation (30), and get the value of λ i for the ith constraint
where ε is a user-defined constant which avoids the divisor too small to keep the simulation stable. The derivation of the vorticity constraint function C i (ω) with respect to the kth adjacent particle is calculated as
Finally, under the ith constraint, the vorticity of the kth particle is updated as
where ω * k is the updated vorticity value, κ v ∈ (0, 1) controls the smoothness of vorticity field. In the above Equation, the vorticity update does not rely on the time-step size. Thus, by iteratively solving the constraint defined on each particle in each time step, we finally simulate the smooth diffusion of the vorticity field under large time-step sizes. The number of iterations adopted for vorticity diffusion simulation is 4.
From the above computation, our vorticity diffusion method is independent of the time step sizes, and the smoothness speed of the vorticity field is only controlled by the parameter κ v . 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Several simulation examples are implemented on a HP graphic workstation with an Intel Four-Core 3.5 GHz CPU and 16 GB RAM to validate the proposed method. For all 3D examples, we construct the implicit fluid surface using the method of [21] , and then adopt the open source rendering engine Pov-Ray 3.7 for rendering the triangle mesh surface which are extracted via MC method. In 2D examples, fluids and solids are all directly rendered as colored particles. Table 1 documents the values of major simulation parameters for all examples. 
A. FLUID-SOLID INTERACTION RESULTS
In Figure 2 , we adopt Akinci's method [12] and our method respectively to simulate a water cube dropping on a piece of cloth. The maximum velocity difference v diff max throughout the simulation is 14.5. From the comparison of fluid-solid interaction results, we conclude that it is difficult for Akinci's method to prevent the water cube penetrating the cloth when v diff max is relatively large (Figure 2(a) ). In contrast, our fluidsolid interaction method effectively avoids penetration artefacts at the water-cloth interfaces (Figure 2(b) ).
In Figure 3 , we simulate a 2D fluid-solid interaction scenario that a water ball drops on an elastic rod whose two ends are both fixed. v diff max of the simulation is 18.6. Through this animation, we compare Shao's interaction method [13] with our interaction method in the aspect of penetration prevention. From the results, Shao's method cannot prevent the water ball penetrating the elastic rod when v diff max is VOLUME 5, 2017 large (Figure 3(a) ). In contrast, the penetration artefacts at water-rod interfaces are effectively prevented by our interaction method (Figure 3(b) ). Figure 4 shows that a water jet at the velocity of 10.0 m/s hits a piece of cloth held vertically from two corners. It is obvious that our fluid-solid interaction method successfully prevents the water penetrating the cloth when the velocity difference is larger. Figure 5 demonstrates that four hollow objects of different material densities (from left to right: ρ 0 = 8000, 500, 500, and 300) fall into a water pool. v diff max throughout the simulation is 15.0. From the fluid-solid interaction results of water and hollow objects, we conclude that our method can effectively improve fluid-solid interaction for SPH numerical method by preventing the fluids penetrating into object surfaces under large v diff max . Figure 6 shows a 2D animation that the water flowing past a black propeller produces visually plausible turbulence. v diff max in the simulation is 20.0. The colors of water particles changing from red color to yellow color to blue color indicates that the magnitudes of particles' vorticities change from large to small. The small-scale turbulence are reasonably formed around the fixed propeller. Figure 6 (a) demonstrate that Shao's vorticity diffusion method [21] propagate the vorticities of particles to its neighbors too fast under larger time step sizes. As show in Figure 6 (b), the diffusion of vorticity field is stably smoothed by our PBD-based diffusion method. Figure 7 displays a scenario the water at the velocity of 15 m/s flows past a tower model. The turbulence are physically plausible generated behind the tower model, which greatly improves the reality of fluid-solid interaction simulation. Figure 8 shows that two rigid boats sailing on the water surface produces visually realistic turbulence. What is more, the vorticity field generated by rigid boats is stably smoothed by our PBD-based vorticity diffusion method. v diff max of the simulation is 25.0. As shown in Figure 10 , we adopt Shao's turbulence method [21] (Figure 10(a) ) and our method (Figure 10(b) ) respectively to synthesize the turbulence behind a rigid ship sailing on the water surface. v diff max throughout the simulation is 20.0. The adopted time-step size is 0.005. From the comparisons, we find that due to the proposed PBD-based vorticity diffusion method, our turbulence model simulates more stable vorticity evolution under larger time-step sizes. Figure 11 displays the snapshots of two cylinders moving in a water pool at the velocity of 15 m/s. The turbulence behind the blue cylinder is produced by using Yuan's turbulence method [19] . Because of the stochastically seeded vortex particles, Yuan's turbulence approach generates some turbulence ahead of the blue cylinder, which makes the simulation unrealistic. In contrast, our turbulence method synthesizes the physically plausible turbulence behind the red cylinder. 
B. TURBULENCE SIMULATION RESULTS

C. TIME PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
For all the presented 3D examples, Table 2 shows averaged per frame timings of each simulation step. In the table, #FP and #SP denote the number of fluid particles and solid particles, respectively. t ps , t inter , t ts and t vd denote the time cost of physical simulation, two-way interaction, turbulence synthesis, and vorticity diffusion, respectively. It is obvious that the physical simulation of fluid and cloth is the most time consuming part. Due to our interaction method solving the position constraint formulated by Equation (18) using PBD method, the computational performance is greatly influenced by the number of triangles of the solid surface. Compared to the frozen particle interaction method [28] , our interaction method introduces small extra computational load in each simulation step, but the prevention of penetrations under larger time step sizes improves the simulation realism. And compared to the adaptively sampled frozen particle method [12] , our method increased the calculation speed by about 20% because of the avoidance of adaptive particle sampling.
The time cost of our vorticity diffusion method accounts for around 40% of turbulence synthesis, which is similar to the implicit vorticity diffusion method [21] . However, our vorticity diffusion constraint is independent of the time step sizes, which greatly improves the time performance of the turbulence simulation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In order to handle unstable solid boundary handling and numerical dissipation for SPH methods, this paper has put forward a new approach for improving SPH fluid simulation using position based dynamics (PBD). Specifically, the penetration issues at fluid-solid interfaces are alleviated by combining the position constraint solved by PBD and the relative contribution of boundary particles. And for the realistic simulation of the turbulence evolution in SPH-based fluids, we have designed a novel nonlinear vorticity constraint of fluid particles, and then solved it using PBD to stably smooth the vorticity field.
In future, we will incorporate more phenomena simulation into fluid-solid interaction of SPH fluids, such as melting and erosion.
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